
Is the static water pressure less than 43 PSI?

Is anyone trickle filling?

Is anyone by-passing the system?

Is the ice resurfacer blade dull?

Is the ice being resurfaced in 
less than 8 - 10 minutes?

Dry shave the ice to improve its appearance. Set up an 
early morning dry shave routine followed by a quick flood 

to set your ice up for success.

Stop trickle filling;
Minimum of 43PSI static pressure is required.

Your operators may be by-passing the REALice. Block 
off other outlets to prevent by-passing.

Pressure needs to be increased.

That's too fast! Drive at a consistent pace.

Change the blade.

Ice is probably too cold. Try gradually increasing the 
temperature 3-6°F (2-3°C) higher. The surface 

temperature can be quite warm -- as much as 27°F 
(-2.8°C) or more.

Temper the resurfacing water (68-80°F or 18-25°C) 
otherwise your water will freeze too quickly.

Rate your ice quality? Excellent Great

How many degrees 
Fahrenheit has the brine 

been reset?

Less than 3°F (1-1.5°C) warmer

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the ice look wavy? Shave and cut the ice with each flood: 
Don't just pick up the snow. Yes

No

Check into this:

How is the quality 
of the snow ?

Snow is dry, ice is brittle, there are overlapping ridges, can?t make a good snowball from the shavings

No

Snow is wet Ice is probably too warm. Lower your brine settings 
by 1/2°F (1/4°C) and watch how your ice reacts.

Does the temperature in the arena drop below 
32°F (0°C)? Yes

No

The ice looks milky/obscure, 
not transparent?

No

When resurfacing, are there 
streaks on the ice afterwards?

Try using lukewarm water in your wash water tank. And 
check the towel on the back of your machine: you may 
need to clean it/replace it. If you wouldn't use it on your 

can, you shouldn't use it on your ice.

Yes

No

Yes

Poor

4-5°F (1.5-3°C) warmer Your brine reset seems ok. There might be 
another issue - check into other items or 

give us a call at 1.888.542.9292

Dry shave a small strip of 
ice, get off the machine and 

take a look at the snow


